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MANORS GATE GROUP
Manors Gate Group is a privately-owned company,
which brought experience and unique perception
into the property industry. Manors Gate Group first
built its reputation on developing luxury homes
in some of Melbourne’s most blue chip suburbs
including Toorak, Hawthorn, Camberwell as well
as CBD, before shifting its focus to setting a new
benchmark for luxury apartment living.
Manors Gate Group has over 20 years of experience
in real property development in Australia and Asia.
We have extensive research on booming countries,
and Hong Kong is a classic example of how a small,
land scarce area with high boom. From the research
and past experiences, we have more than enough
knowledge to deliver the best solution for the
development of Fisherman Bend.
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With a vision to help redefine Melbourne’s urban
landscape through the delivery of luxurious homes
and multi-residential developments, Manors Gate
Group supports the introduction of the Fishermans
Bend Framework, and will continue to build on
its extensive portfolio through its well-appointed,
design-led developments.

OVERVIEW
Fishermans Bend urban renewal project is potentially
one of the biggest renewal project in inner suburbs, not
only in Victoria, but across Australia.
With a strong cultural, social, and economical presence
in the history, and currently dominated by low density
industrial establishments, Fishermans Bend requires
effective planning and clear identification of precincts.
Precinct planning and their relation with existing
infrastructure are therefore critical in getting the
renewal project started.

COMMENTS ON DISTINCTIVE PRECINCTS
MONTAGUE VS SANDRIDGE
According to the Framework, Sandridge has been
identified as the central district of Fishermans Bend,
equipped with the highest floor area ratio and building
height controls. On the other hand, Montague
precinct, despite being identified as a diverse and
well-connected mixed use precinct as well as locating
closest to the most established Southbank and CBD
area, does not have the same arrangement.
With the existing tram route connecting Montague
precinct, Southbank, and CBD, Montague precinct
should be planned as the highest density precinct in
Fishermans Bend, acting as a transition between the
ultra high density buildings in CBD and Southbank,
and the more medium density that Fishermans Bend is
planned to be.

EMPLOYMENT PRECINCT
The entire Fishermans Bend Framework is designed
with the Employment Precinct playing a very important
role. It has to be capable to fully utilize its 230 hectare
of space and deliver the expected amount of business
and employment opportunities, in order for Lorimer
and Sandridge Precinct to have the highest density
living. However, there is no detailed feasible plan
of how to deliver the Employment Precinct within a
certain period of time. Together with the constraints
of lacking public transport, pedestrian and cycling
access and connections to neighbouring precincts
being identified in the Framework, it is alarming to
plan Fishermans Bend around this precinct, not to
mention the extra time needed for some of the sites to
remediate or remove the existing soil contamination.
The largest existing employment area near Fishermans
Bend is Southbank and CBD, and a more realistic way
to design Fishermans Bend is to plan around those
existing establishments, rather than a proposed area
that requires decades to develop.

COMMENTS ON SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
CONNECTIVITY AND LIVEABLITY
The Framework has aimed to deliver a wellconnected and liveable community for Fishermans
Bend, to cater for the projected 80,000 residents
and 80,000 jobs. And to achieve the goal high
density building will be required.
It has been identified that to achieve high
walkability neighbourhood, the 6 “D”s of demand
management, distance to public transport,
destination accessibility, design, diversity of land
uses, and density have to work with the one “P”
of placemaking to ensure quality streetscapes and
public realm. The key, in this model, is density.
High density buildings can free up more land for
other uses, including commercial, recreational,
and other communal uses. It thus enhance
diversity in the area and improve accessibility.
A well planned and compact neighbourhood is
also beneficial to walkability. As identified in the
Framework, the Hoddle Grid with much finer
network of streets is a demonstration of high level
pedestrian permeability.

LOW CARBON, LOW WASTE COMMUNITY
The Framework has set out various objectives in
achieving low-carbon and low waste community.
Those include achieving zero net emissions through
out Fishermans Bend, requiring new developments to
achieve 4 star Green Star Standards, reducing impact of
waste disposal and collection, and to maximize the value
from recovery of waste. To achieve these, the answer
once again points towards high density urban planning.
The objectives set out by the Framework requires
extensive provision of infrastructure to work with
high standard building design. The more spread out
everything is, the more costly it is to provide such
services. With less homes and businesses per mile of
services, there is less revenue coming in to pay for these
services, and therefore they are also more expensive
to maintain. On the other hand, high density buildings
can concentrate both usage and wastage into a smaller
footprint, with services and facilities shared more
effectively by more users. High standard waste recovery
thus become more feasible and efficient.
Using Hong Kong as an example, its CO2 emission is
5.7 tonnes per capita in 2011, while Australia is 16.5.
It can be seen from the map that Hong Kong has most
of its population concentrated besides the Victoria
Harbour, as well as some of the new towns at the North.
Such urban planning results in a highly effective use
of infrastructure and allow high degree of sharing of
resources, thus reduce its carbon emission per capita.

COMMENTS ON DELIVERING FISHERMANS BEND
FINANCIAL PRACTICALITY OF DEVELOPMENTS
It is essential to encourage developments into
Fishermans Bend in order to deliver the plan in the
Framework. All the business, dwellings, and other
amenities will be entirely depending on the development
inputs.
However, a great proportion of land owners in
Fishermans Bend at the moment acquired their
land when the first draft framework was announced,
with a premium of mostly 40 levels building height.
According to the current Framework most of these land’s
development potential has been reduced significantly,
such that it is not feasible for development. The situation
is hazardous, not only because current land owners will
not be able to develop due to infeasibility, but also
because without a reasonably feasible development
model, banks will not take part in such projects and
finance will not be available to most of the sites, which
further limit the possibility to kick start the Framework by
development inputs.
Montague precinct is one of the worst affected precinct
in Fishermans Bend, even being identified as a diverse
and well-connected mixed use precinct, and the centre
being located at Normanby Road, the building height
and floor area ratio have still been reduced significantly.
As investigated earlier in this submission, if Montague
precinct cannot act as the first step of delivering the
Framework, the delivery of the entire plan will be very
alarming. And for that to happen, feasible developments
must be allowed and encourage for Montague precinct,
especially for sites located critically at Normanby Road.
Physical exposure and site frontage can be two attributes
to determine critical sites.

TRANSITIONAL PLAN
Currently inside the framework, Fishermans Bend is
looking to bring employment inside the area, to do so,
it has a few distinctive advantages such as being right
next to the Central Business District, Fishermans Bend
will be attracting blue, as well as white collars. However,
with Sandridge being the main precinct and with the
highest maximum building height, without the support
of right infrastructure, it is difficult to attract white
collar companies. To change from the current Industrial
precinct to employment and residential, it will need the
help of the right planning, right decisions and inflow of
property developers. This is not a short-term process as
it will take at minimum of 20 years for Fishermans Bend
to turn from thoughts to reality and Manors Gate Group
will help Fishermans Bend to achieve this goal easier as
we have extensive research in Asian countries and we
are one of the highest regarded developers among the
Asian community and developers.
From our many years of extensive research and pass
experience, we think that in order for Fishermans Bend
to fully achieve its goals of employment, the focus
should not merely be on Sandridge Precinct, another
focus area should be the Montague Precinct. One major
decisive factor is that Montague Precinct is the closes to
South Bank, the suburb that is recognised as the CBD
of Melbourne and since that, the maximum height limit
in Montague Precinct should only be slightly below
South Bank’s with the highest maximum height limit
along with Sandridge Precinct, creating a streamline flow
of high rise buildings extending from CBD outwards.
Secondly, Montague may not be enough to achieve
the Employment goal itself, but it will certainly be the
only starting point to the employment goal playing a
role of an activator with the advantage of only 1 block
away, and walking distance to the nearest tram and
train stations. Thus, to start and turn thoughts to reality,
Montague should be having even or higher maximum
height limit comparing to Sandridge and Montague
should be the most highly regarded precinct among
Fisherman Bends.

NEW POLICIES TO BENEFIT FISHERMANS BEND
FLOOR AREA RATIO OVER PRECINCT
One of the highlight in the Framework is the newly
introduced floor area ratio. Different ratios have
been applied to different area in the precinct, and
developments in the area will have to build within the
scope of the assigned ratio. The philosophy behind is
sensible, but the fact that a rather big area shares the
same ratio is diminishing its logic.
As mention earlier in this submission, Fishermans Bend
requires well-planned, well-designed high density
developments, and the idea behind is that it locate
the most suitable site for a specific development, and
maximize its potential of the land. The way that the
Framework using at the moment, however, is lacking site
specific consideration. Buildings across several blocks
received the same ratio, despite some of them being
small and narrow or in irregular shape, while some have
extensive frontage and located critically in the precinct.
The approach is unfair and not ideal for this golden
opportunity for this urban renewal project.
The Framework should set out a target floor area ratio
for a particular precinct, and design its layout of building
density and location with site specific considerations.
It is also unclear of how has the floor area ratio
been worked out. Even for its biggest driving factor,
population forecast, nothing has been shown in the
Framework of how can the numbers be calculated.

CONCLUSION

AFFORDABLE HOUSEING LEVY

To summarize this submission to Fishermans Bend
Framework, Manors Gate Group is generally supportive
to the direction of the plan, with the further comments,
concerns, and suggestions as below:

Other than floor area ratio, another biggest highlight
of the Framework is the provision of public benefits by
developers in exchange of extra floor area, and one of the
important factor being affordable housing.
Acknowledging the need of affordable housing, providing
it within commercial development is not the most
effective method. Going back to the ideology of having
higher density urban design, it is to identify the most
suitable land for a specific use, and affordable housing
is a very special type of use, which normally will not be
included in commercial developments. Plus the fact that
it is not making best economical value out of the land.
Instead, an affordable housing levy can be introduced
to all developments across all precincts, similar to
public open space levy. This allow the government to
centralize resources and funding gathered from various
developments, and with the rule of economy of scale, use
those resources to provide affordable housing at the most
suitable location of this use, and have associated facilities
designed and built around it.

•

Montague Precinct has been undervalued regarding its
potential and importance towards the urban renewal of
Fishermans Bend.

•

Employment Precinct is playing a critical role in the entire
planning, yet its delivery and schedule are the most
vulnerable among all precincts.

•

To achieve the goals of low carbon, low waste, and highly
connected community, higher density urban planning is
required and it is beneficial to the community.

•

The factor of financial practicality must not be overlooked,
as it will not be overlooked by the banks. With the current
restrictions most sites in Fishermans Bend will not be able to
developed.

•

A further transitional plan will be required especially for
Montague Precinct. This will be critical to ensure delivery of
the Fishermans Bend urban renewal.

•

Instead of having one floor area ratio for a group of building
blocks, this urban renewal project should have site specific
considerations.

•

Instead of having developers to provide affordable housing,
an affordable housing levy can be introduced to centralize
the resources and make more effective uses out of it.

